Ryan Fights for Shipowners.

Militant leaders continue to fight for rank & file.

The International Convention is over. Ryan, surrounded by gunmen, shipowners, official strike-breakers and just plain flinks, gagged any delegate who attempted to express any true rank and file sentiment.

Today, Ryan stands exposed to the American working-class and to all honest elements, who care to see, as a No. 1 ally of Wm. R. Hearst, and other of the most dangerous elements to the workers in organized labor.

Joe Ryan, International President of the I.L.A., fought bitterly against any rank & file proposal brought up at the Convention. He fought against the six-hour day, union controlled hiring halls, against the forming of Maritime Federations; he blocked the fight for a national agreement. In short Ryan fought any and every proposal that would benefit the membership, but he certainly
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locked out for Mr. Ryan, and his machine benchmen. Ryan raised his salary from $7,000 to $16,000 a year and also raised his organizers, scattered around the country. At present, they only get $10 a day and expenses.

Ryan, taking orders directly from Hearst and the shipowners, launched a red-baiting and anti-Communist attack that would even make "Fear-Gas" Plant flush with envy. Although Ryan's Red-baiting attack was hysterical, nevertheless, it is well planned and methodical in its ruthlessness. Ryan and the shipowners realize that they face a determined...
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ied and Fighting membership and that the International Convention was only a skirmish in the class struggle. They were prepared to carry out their ruthless program of union-busting and wrecking.

Ryan has his agents on the Coast and all of them have been driven out into the open yet. Ryan, through his agents on the coast, are going to make a play for the Bank & File. Keep your eyes open and watch for developments.

Despite the open intimidation and threats carried on at the Convention, there was a delegate who fought always for the Bank & File. That delegate was Harry Bridges, President of Local 38-70.

The shipowners hate and fear the leadership of Harry Bridges and so does Ryan. The leadership of Harry Bridges is not the leadership of either a man, a Party, or a clique - it is the democratic leadership of the Bank & File. The secret of Bridges' strength is that he rests every decision and policy in the hands of the longshoremen themselves. As a result of this leadership, longshoremen in San Francisco work under better conditions than prevail in any other port.

In a 2-hour speech before the Convention, Bridges answered all the attacks against the West Coast and declared the policy of the Fighting Pacific Coast maritime workers.

"We are going to keep it that way. The Union, and not the employer, is going to decide on the Pacific Coast whether a man can work or not. There has not been one man fired off the docks since the general strike because of union activity. The Union has a delegate in every gang on the waterfront. It's his job to see that every man has an I.L.A. book and who to turn to in time of difficulty. Before the strike the longshoremen were cruising two to three tons. Now the union has cut this down to 1,800 pounds. We forced these conditions on the docks between July and October without waiting for the result of any referendum."

"We won the six hour day as the result of the strike. After three o'clock the longshoremen on the West Coast got $1.50 an hour. We have our own hiring halls. This is the only way to ship longshoremen to work. We've killed the shape-up on the West Coast."

"We won those conditions through our strike. We won them by fighting on the job. We did not get them through the Labor Board. The law has been equalized. For the first time in San Francisco the longshoremen are making from 35 to 40 dollars a week. The gangs go on the job in rotation, regardless of the longshoremen's race or political beliefs."

"Our policy is to support other unions," Bridges concluded. "If to place the support of union men above any agreement, and to stick by other unions even if an agreement has to come second is Communist, then you, that's our policy. Unions must come first and agreements second. We don't allow any discrimination against anybody because of political beliefs. We believe in living up 100% to the I.L.A., and the A.F. of L. policies. We put those policies into action on the West Coast. If it's Communist to condemn public officials who are anti-labor and who shoot and kill our men, then we're Communists. If it's Communist to have Committees elected by a vote of all the uniformed members, then the West Coast Longshoremen are Communists. If it's Communist to declare that officers of the Union must be selected by a referendum vote and agreements approved by a referendum vote of the members, then the West Coast is Communist.

"The West Coast longshoremen and all the Unions are proud of the I.L.A. The I.L.A. has done more to build the labor movement on the West Coast than any other Union."

We Bank & File workers know that our president, Harry Bridges, spoke the truth - he fought for the truth. We must continue the fight - Truth will win in the end.

"DIRTY" DEALS ALLEGED TO BE TESTING AMLNCTANTS.

By Theodore Starr of the Bargeman's Local 38-101, in regard to Deal's alleged attack by militants of the I.L.A.

"I believe the whole thing is a fake of the Union's fabric, aimed at discrediting the workmen of the Shipwrights Union, particularly the Bargeman and Local 38-79 of the International Longshoreman's Association, of which Harry Bridges is president.

"On the first place Deal's injuries were superficial. Far too slight for the alleged attack upon him by two husky men and armed with gas pipes.

"In the second place, it does not seem likely that Deal would sit for half an hour with two strangers working on him, as he claims, without asking their names.

"Thirdly, the incident doze-halls too obviously upon the entirely baseless attack made on him by the longshoremen, which has received widespread publicity through the press during the past two weeks.

"The one thing appears to me to be to a pre-arranged and deliberate set-up to fool the public. The day of the incident was Sunday, shortly after noon when an Examiner reporter called me and said that Deal had assumed me of being responsible for the alleged attack."

The Bargeman, Local 38-101, will go on the air Monday night at 6:15 to 6:30 P.M. Tune in and get the latest developments on the Bargeman's work.
Mr. Flangan, Secretary of Local 38-44, and mayame of Harvey Garty, who resigned as business agent of 38-44, under pressure of the Rank & File, is now playing around with Lewis, Pedro Pete and Mike Guzzy. Lewis and Pete are making the warehousemen's hall their headquarters. They sneaked up the back way the same as the Blue Book bosses sneaked up there during our strike last summer.

Mr. Flangan tears up all communications which he thinks the Rank & File should not see. You remember James used to do the same thing until the Rank & File stopped him by giving him the boot out of the Local.

How long will the warehousemen put up with Flangan's shenanigans?

Tanglefoot Gus used to holler you could hear him clear to the Ferry Building --- and how the bosses used to jump.

"Burglar" Lewis used to talk unionism --- that was when he played a hook.

Divor used to say, "My put on a couple more socks, it's all right." And all of the bosses used to go once a week to Nathan Cafeteria for a free dinner and instructions in how to drive the men.

If William Randolph Hearst will print the proceedings and outcome of his trial to be held on July 21st at the Building Trades Temple, no wonder, do you?

When Pedro Pete the Ryan stool-pigeon at 410 a day and expenses, said in Fresno the other day, he boasted along the waterfront that he voted to handle the scab cargo loaded in Vancouver by the Scab longshoremen.

Pete says the reason he voted "you" is because the waterfront workers of Canada did not support the great maritime strike of last year. So, Pete is going to do a little scabbing to get even. "Soil-cut" Ryan sure can pick his stool-pigeons --- and scabs.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN?
NEGAME LONGSHOREMEN MUST BE ALERT.
WATCH FOR ATTEMPTS TO FORCE YOU TO SUE.

What will happen to the Negro stevedores if Hearst and his group of un-American factors succeed in ousting our present militant leadership? This is the question on every Negro's tongue on the waterfront.

The answer to this question is another reason to keep the militant leadership not be removed if all of us rally to it and fight any attempt of the Industrial Association and the shippers to split us up.

At this very moment in certain parts of the Bay cities are Negro docks who have been in constant touch with the employes. They know what will happen. They will be offered employment, promised good wages, and permanent jobs if a strike should develop.

Every Negro stevedore ought to be aware of this situation and begin doing something about it. The thing to do is to talk about our work and the conditions of employment on the waterfront today, as contrasted to the conditions of Negroes before the General Strike.

Every intelligent Negro in the Bay Cities should know that the bosses have made it a policy to hire Negroes as strike-breakers and beat down the wage-level. As a matter of fact, that is an old Southern custom. Down in Dixie the plantation owners and the industrialists fired first the poor whites and then the Negroes. They pit these two elements against each other. That is one reason for all the stuff we hear about lynchings and police brutality to Negroes in Dixie.

The division of the workers by using one group against another is a method the bosses have used to keep the strike down as long as possible. It is a method to keep the strike dead.

If all Negro longshoremen will get busy, first by sticking to the militant, fighting program which has kept any taint of color prejudice out of the waterfront affairs; and secondly, by spreading in their communities a public sentiment against strike-breaking, they can make the same as the late Robert M. Browder, and that the boys are today free, and at the call of the shippers and other captains of industry. The State government refuses to punish the killers of working class fighters and at the same time hold the best fighters of the working class in their prisons and today are preparing frame-ups against workers who stand up for their rights.

There should not be any doubt in the minds of any of us as to the part the State plays in labor troubles.

MIKE CASHY APPOINTS STRONG ARM SQUAD.
KEEPS MEMBERS FROM TEAMSTER'S MEETING.

Under pressure of the Rank & File in fighting for a Teamster's hiring hall, Mike Cashy was forced to set up a $10,000 fund aside to set up a hall. But after the fund was set aside Mike used it to build a strong arm squad to keep the Rank & File silent.

A number who asked Mike what the Teamsters were going to do on July 5th was dropped right in the meeting by Jack Crilly, who is known to be a police-stool pigeon.

Unemployed teamsters, to keep off the relief rolls, came to the July 5th hall and pick up some extra work, so Mike has his strong arm squad keep those members out of the membership meetings. Some of the members have been forced to take out a withdrawal card.

The teamsters will have to start a fight for Rank & File control if they want to get any benefits at all from their union.

14 STRIKERS MURDERED IN 2 YEARS.
STATE PROTESTS GUN THUGS.

An incomplete list shows 14 strikers have been murdered on the Pacific Coast in the past two years by police, gun thugs and vigilantes. Thousands more have been wounded, some killed for life. Arrests have been made running into the thousands.

Yet, the butchers of these union men are today free, and at the call of the shippers and other captains of industry. The State government refuses to punish the killers of working class fighters and at the same time hold the best fighters of the working class in their prisons and today are preparing frame-ups against workers who stand up for their rights.

There should not be any doubt in the minds of any of us as to the part the State plays in labor troubles.

MIKE CASHY APPOINTS STRONG ARM SQUAD.
KEEPS MEMBERS FROM TEAMSTER'S MEETING.

Under pressure of the Rank & File in fighting for a Teamster's hiring hall, Mike Cashy was forced to set up a $10,000 fund aside to set up a hall. But after the fund was set aside Mike used it to build a strong arm squad to keep the Rank & File silent.

A number who asked Mike what the Teamsters were going to do on July 5th was dropped right in the meeting by Jack Crilly, who is known to be a police-stool pigeon.

Unemployed teamsters, to keep off the relief rolls, came to the July 5th hall and pick up some extra work, so Mike has his strong arm squad keep those members out of the membership meetings. Some of the members have been forced to take out a withdrawal card.

The teamsters will have to start a fight for Rank & File control if they want to get any benefits at all from their union.

SHARE CROPPERS STRIKER $1 A DAY.
STRIKE AGAINST 35 CENTS A DAY WAGE.

The Share Croppers Union is leading a strike of cotton croppers, near Birmingham, Ala., for one dollar a day for a ten hour day. The struggle is gaining ground in three Alabama Black Belt counties. In Limestone County, the strikers have been offered a raise from 36 cents a day to 50 cents a day. Workers' organizations are demanding that FERA Relief be given the strikers. Two strike leaders have been jailed and fear is felt for their safety in this lynching county.

DON'T FORGET OUR BROTHER IN ALABAMA NEED YOU TO VISIT THE MEETING AND WRITE TO THEM. LET'S BE MIGHTY.
The Executive Board meeting last Wednesday night took up the question of back pay on the transport docks, and the meeting was adjourned without any action being taken. The entire committee is now being handled by the Department of Labor, White and Perkins. It was also decided to send a letter to President Roosevelt protesting the government refusing to pay.

**PREPARE FOR THE COMING LOCAL ELECTIONS. MILITANTS MUST BE ELECTED.**

The elections of officers in Local 38-79 will be held very soon. Sometimes within the next 8 weeks you will go to the polls and cast your vote for the man of your choice.

**WHO ARE YOU GOING TO ELECT?**

Are you going to comply with the demands of "crude" and the labor leaders and elect men that they want you to elect, or are you going to vote for men who will carry out the mandates of the membership? Will you elect men who know that only by keeping the organization on a militant basis and concessions to be gotten from the employers, or do you want men who "play ball" with the employers and get concessions when it suits the bosses which means to get nothing? Do you want officials who would fail to defend Jack Ryan ($16,000 a year), or do you want men who are satisfied with longshoreman's wages? Do you want officials who always tell you what they have done for you, or are ready to die for the union as Holmen said he would? Or do you want men who say nothing at all about what they have done, but do things while you are not aware of it, who do the necessary things quietly without boasting about it?

The gains that were won by the strike and the gains won by militant action after the strike must be maintained if the membership sees fit to accordingly. We must not let a feeling of satisfaction and security envelop us, we cannot remain stationary, we must forge ahead. Only by election progressive officials and by remaining on progressive rails ourselves can we proceed in the right direction.

Remember, we have just been liberated from slavery. The employers want to bring back "the old days." Are you going to let them do it by allowing yourself to slip back into the old rut? What about it men?

**BENEFIT DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT.**

The I.W.W. Ship Sorters, Local 59-100 are giving a Dance and Entertainment on July 27, 1935, Eagles Hall, for the benefit of the hopeless Defense Fund.

**TRANSFER SHIPS HAULING FROM PIER 1. DELEGATE CLIMBS FREIGHT IS NOT HOT.**

An average of 20 trucks a day leave Pier 1 with union longshoremen at the wheel. They are escorted by city cops to the County Line where extra guards check over the job of getting the trucks to Scornaments and Stockton. The highly-paid pink deputies of the Teamster’s Union claims he can’t see where the freight is hot. No other man can’t see a platon line alto the plackons are across the street.

Casey says he should have the river boated and not the I.W.W. That is his excuse for forcing longshoremen to work.

Do you want those who always tell you what they have done for you, or are ready to die for the union as Holmen said he would? Or do you want men who say nothing at all about what they have done, but do things while you are not aware of it, who do the necessary things quietly without boasting about it?

The gains that were won by the strike and the gains won by militant action after the strike must be maintained if the membership sees fit to accordingly. We must not let a feeling of satisfaction and security envelop us, we cannot remain stationary, we must forge ahead. Only by election progressive officials and by remaining on progressive rails ourselves can we proceed in the right direction.

Remember, we have just been liberated from slavery. The employers want to bring back "the old days." Are you going to let them do it by allowing yourself to slip back into the old rut? What about it men?

**BENEFIT DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT.**

The I.W.W. Ship Sorters, Local 59-100 are giving a Dance and Entertainment on July 27, 1935, Eagles Hall, for the benefit of the hopeless Defense Fund.

**WRITE FOR THE WATERFRONT WORKER**
THE MAIL BAG

CAPTAIN PROPAGANDIZES SEASON.
SAYS SCHRIBENBERG GOOD PLAN.

Fellow-Workers:

It is the policy of the line officers of the steamship companies to propagate against organization and to discourage union workers. As for the reason, we know thry. They fear strike, etc. I just want to give the example and the I.L.M. men and women. While at the wheel leaving Seattle the captain looked at me as if to say, "I wonder if he is a Red." He started talking to the pilot telling him the longshoremen of Seattle have a meeting in the I.L.M. in Prince, as they are a bunch of reds and always want strikes and more strikes. One thing I remember well. The captain said, "When a I.L.M. man came to Seattle to speak, the I.L.M. in Seattle told its members not to go to the meeting as they were a bunch of reds and just a handful came, when one of the I.L.M. speakers got the floor, they got disgusted and left leaving the speakers there alone." The pilot then said, "I wonder if Bridges got came up too." The Captain replied, "No, he's got too much trouble in Prince to be coming around as he is fighting like Hell to keep his job at the Marine Federation, and in the I.L.M., for the I.L.M. men have no use for him, and as for Schreiber, yes, I know he has sold out the season 2 or 3 times, but he's a pretty good state after all." Follow-workers, such as in the propaganda that the shipowners are telling their loyal company officers to send to the steamer in order to discourage the seamen to defect. That is the "neatest way out. But the season are not awfully loud that stuff for they have learned from experience from the last strike (1934) that in order to win their own demands, they must take the situation in their own hands themselves.

On to Canada, Brother I.L.M. Men and Solidarity.

A Somewhere

P.S. I asked the I.L.M. men in Bellingham if they had a good meeting at Seattle when the 4 speakers came there. They said," the place was jammed full and a few men were there from Bellingham as well."

The Women’s Auxiliary of I.L.M. to Hold Open Discussion — All Welcome.

Editor, Waterfront Worker:

On July 26th, Thursday night at 8:00 the Women’s Auxiliary of the I.L.M. will hold their first open discussion on subjects of vital importance and interest to working men and women. The discussion will be held at the Druid Temple, 44 Page Street on the above mentioned date. Everyone is welcome and we hope to have a large attendance.

We have invited Brother Harry Bridges and he has accepted to lead the discussion.

Come one and take part in the open discussion.

Sincerely yours,

Secretary, Women’s Auxiliary.

WORKERS PROFESSIONAL SYMPATHIZERS NEED EXPOSE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT COMMISSION.

Editor, Waterfront Worker:

I have been a reader and editor of the Waterfront Worker since its first appearance on the front, for its loyalty and fairness to the workers, and its refusal on the part of political tools and grafters that have tried to use the water front their grafting ground for years, so I would like to expose another group of grafting political corruption, to help other workers protect themselves against it.

It is called the Industrial Accident Commission, and it works hand in hand with such tricksters in human life as the State Compensation Insurance Fund. This Compensation Insurance Fund has a violent doctor by the name of Holmes. Most of the people that has had some accident, and if he dare not tell, he sends them back to work sick, cripple. Yes, if they are too badly injured, he sends them flat law to threaten them with cutting off their compensation and in force of the intimidation and abuse they know they will have to suffer, they settle the case for a few hundred dollars.

I know a colored girl with a bad back injury that will make her a cripple for the rest of her life and they told her unless she settled for $500 they would cut off her check entirely.

The workers and their professional sympathy must get together and expose and correct the violent practices now being carried on in the Industrial Accident Commission.

A Victim of Political Rottenness.
BOYCOTT ON HEARST EFFECTIVE
LOS ANGELES EXAMINER FALLS OF 40%

Dear Ed:

A few facts as to how the boycott is affecting the Hearst papers. The Los Angeles Examiner has fallen off close to 40%. The Los Angeles Herald is losing circulation in the working class districts steadily—in some spots approximately a 50% loss, but is holding circulation up in other districts. When Hearst purchased the Herald and consolidated it with the Express he discontinued paying bankers. In other words, the newsboys have now to depend on straight commission, and they have to eat sheets besides. The term to eat sheets moonshiners are no returns. The circulation department alone in so many sheets to a corner of each edition is unsavory to the newsboys, and sheets don't sell the newspaper has many papers on his hands for which he has paid and cannot return to the circulation department. On some occasions before holidays, the newsboys on some of the papers throw more of the new stuff with as high as 400 sheets which costs than two cents each. In fact, they are paying Mr. Hearst on full days for the privilege of working for him. No wonder Scabby Hearst is yolling murder and is seeing "bucks" where "hucks" were never seen before.

The large stores have all been cutting down on advertising space as the circulation of the Hearst papers is on the down grade. Many American families have become tired of Hearst's program and are reading other papers where they don't have to read Hearst's lying slanders on any militant and progressive union and leaders of such unions.

Matson Line Stories.

HEARST ON TRIAL JULY 31ST

COPS AND GUERNY RUN PICKET LINE PIER 3. TRUCKS LEAVE FOR STOCKTON.

Dear Editor:

Just a little news to let you know what happened at Pier 6. On Monday night at about 4:00 PM, the pickets were on the opposite side of the pier when the gates went up. When they saw that, they made a rush for it and Norman Ray, the grand old man from the rivers came out with his soup at the rate of about 30 miles an hour, trying to get out of the way. When he missed and two men got on top of his car and he made another dash, trying to get them, while his son, Nell Ray, the vice-president of the Company, was loading his rifle. When he got loaded he got into his car and loaded the rifle the same as usual. The son took the end of the parade to Stockton and Sacramento and there were union drivers among them. Casey's Lieutenants said it was all right for them to cross picket lines.

A Burgman.

UNITED WE STAND—DIVIDED WE FALL: ONWARD TO NEW VICTORIES UNDER BANK & FILM CONTROL

Dear Ed:

Within the past few months a new militant spirit has been injected into our organization. Organized approximately two months ago, the Materialist, controlled recently by a small group, whose polices followed the old style of trade union organization. Collaboration with the employers, divided action, our conclusion from participation in important movement of other organizations was that different localities, were all the result of allowing a handful to run our organization.

But now, due to the inspiring example of our great sister local, 38-64, the Bank & Film of Local 38-64 has commenced to take an active part in the building of their union, to make it a REAL organization, based upon militant action, and controlled by the Bank & Film, working in solidarity and unity with ILWU workers.

We must change these obstacles and difficulties to be overcome before we achieve our goal of Bank & Film control, however. We must not fight amongst ourselves because of petty differences on unimportant subjects. We must be willing to sacrifice some individual gains, if by so doing we improve the general conditions of the majority of our fellow workers.

We must change our constitution so that it can better serve the Bank & Film. All offices must be elective and all our officers must be servants of the Bank & Film. All negotiations should be carried on by an elected Bank & Film Committee instead of by individual officials.

We are on the threshold of a new era. We must be prepared and ready to march onward in solidarity with our fellow-workers, to organize the unorganized, to build our organization upon a foundation that any attempt to divide our ranks or break our spirit will be futile.

United we stand—divided we fall! Onward to new victories under Bank and Film Control!

A Warehouseman 38-64.

BENEFIT DANCE FOR MODesto DEFENSE FUND, GIVEN BY GROUP OF I.W.W. WOMEN.

Editor, Waterproof Worker:

Please publish the following announcement:

Benefit Dance for the Modesto Defense Fund will be given by a group of I.W.W. women at Eagles Hall, 273 Galton Gate Avenue, Saturday, August 3rd, 9:00 PM.

We know that those nine framed-up victims in Modesto are up against it. It is the duty of each and every one of the many labor supporters. Funds are needed and we the working people are the ones to supply it.

Don't forget those brothers in Modesto who, today, are facing a serious sentence. This case vitally concerns us. Keep August 3rd open and go to the Supper Dance.

Woman of the Auxiliary.
Editor, Waterfront Worker:

Enclosed is a letter written in response to Annio Laurico's article which appeared in the San Francisco Examiner on July 10. The Women's Auxiliary of the I.W.W. who are the wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters of longshoremen, and therefore directly connected with the welfare of the longshoremen, unanimously went on record to condemn the clamorous attacks on Harry Bridges and the I.W.W. in general.

A delegation of women presented the answer to this letter to the various newspapers. The Editors of each paper refused to publish it, even the San Francisco News, which is "supposed" to be a liberal paper, and professes to be fair, refused to print working class news from a working-class source.

In contrast to the policies of the capitalist press, working-class papers were glad to print this letter. It therefore, because more and more apparent that we, as working men and women, should look to working-class papers for true and correct information, and give them our utmost support.

The Editor
San Francisco Examiner
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sir:

Annio Laurico's article in your paper of July 10th was devoted to ridicule of Harry Bridges, President of the International Longshoremen's Association, Local 36-79, in the hope of turning the wives, mothers and sisters of the longshoremen against him.

We are not surprised that you should carry such an attack on a trade union leader, but we are very indignant about it. Far from having the desired effect it makes us more willing and ready to join the trade union men and women throughout the country in active boycott of the ship-breaking Hearst press.

We very well remember when our husbands were picketing in the glorious maritime strike for their rights of union organization and hiring halls, your paper supported the sending of National Guardsmen to shoot down our husbands, fathers and brothers.

In every way your paper assisted the shipowners in their bloody, under-handed attempts to break the solidarity of the men.

Immediately after the strike was won 4000 longshoremen went back to work - half of those getting a steady job instead of a grocery order for the first time in months. Probably Annio Laurico, mother, know or care about this, but it means a lot to us, women, more than his continental drive.

How do we women feel about Harry Bridges? How does the sound of his voice make us feel? The last time we heard him was at the July 5th Communization Meeting. Everything he said gave us reason to believe that only through strengthening their organization would our husbands be able to support us and our children, and to maintain what they have already won.

We have watched Harry Bridges during last summer's strike and this past year and WE KNOW we didn't accept the $50,000 and know for what reason. HE CAN'T BE BOUGHT.

That is one of the reasons why there are so many attacks launched upon him. If every port up and down the coast and all over the country had real Rank & File leadership, that Harry Bridges stands for, there would be thousands of more longshoremen getting a square deal. This is what we think of Harry Bridges: We're for him 100%.

Yes, Harry Bridges was born in Industrial Unionism and the husbands were born in other countries too. So, Annio Laurico, when you slap Harry Bridges for his nationalistic, you slap our faces too. And, further, we've always found that the shipowners (and Harry and his men) never cared where a worker was born as long as they could make money out of him. What they don't like now is that the men, through their strong organization, are able to force their demands for better working and living conditions, and with Rank and File leadership, get them.

Freedom to work and to live is true Americanism and this is what the Rank and File is achieving throughout the country.

As far as Harry Bridges' politics go, his hard work and steadfast devotion to building the union are an honor to his political beliefs, whatever they may be.

And now, a word to Annio Laurico. How many times our husbands' wages are you getting for writing such filth? Why the sudden show of interest in the welfare of the longshoremen's families? You and Hearst will have to try another hack and then we don't expect you to fool us. And another thing, Annio Laurico, we, the women, are going to fight every inch with our husbands in maintaining what they have gained thus far, and, furthermore, we're squarely behind Harry Bridges now and in the future. We're afraid your writing is wasted on us. And don't overlook one thing - we say, AN INJURY TO HIM IS AN INJURY TO ME.

Women's Auxiliary of the I.W.W.

PATRONIZE YOUR WORKING-CLASS NEWSPAPERS

---------------------------------
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WOMEN'S AUXILIARY & THE I.W.W. ANSWERS ANNIO LAURICO.

ALL CAPITALIST PAPERS REFUSE PUBLICATION OF LETTER - WOMEN ACTIVE IN NEARST BOYCOTT.